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Together with Leonardo, their tour guide, your kids
will have so much fun discovering Italy-its history
and geography, flags and symbols, food and culture,
and even some useful words in Italian! Leonardo
makes it interesting with "juicy information,"
challenging quizzes, special tasks, and colorful
activities.
What's the #1 experience in America? For the first
time, the experts at Lonely Planet have ranked the
top 500 unmissable experiences and hidden gems
across the USA - to create the Ultimate USA Travel
List. This is your essential guide to exploring the very
best of the nation's travel experiences, from the
classic to the quirky.
Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide
publisher* This is not a guidebook. And it's definitely
'not-for-parents'. It is the real inside story about one
of the world's most colorful continents - South
America. In this book you'll hear fascinating tales
about wrestling ladies and man-eating fish, lost
cities, intrepid explorers, and remarkable survivals.
Check out cool stories about the real Robinson
Crusoe, a navy without an ocean, rivers that
shimmer with colors, and floating islands. You'll find
dirty dancing, fowl play, daring prison escapes, and
history galore. This book shows you a South
America your parents probably don't even know
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about. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely
Planet, Margaret Hynes About Lonely Planet:
Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the
world's leading travel guide publisher with
guidebooks to every destination on the planet, as
well as an award-winning website, a suite of mobile
and digital travel products, children's books, and a
dedicated traveller community. Lonely Planet's
mission is to enable curious travellers to experience
the world and to truly get to the heart of the places
where they travel. TripAdvisor Travellers' Choice
Awards 2012 and 2013 winner in Favorite Travel
Guide category 'Lonely Planet guides are, quite
simply, like no other.' - New York Times 'Lonely
Planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in every
traveller's hands. It's on mobile phones. It's on the
Internet. It's everywhere, and it's telling entire
generations of people how to travel the world.' Fairfax Media (Australia) *#1 in the world market
share - source: Nielsen Bookscan. Australia, UK and
USA. March 2012-January 2013
Here's a book that's seriously streetwise. Colourful
themed trails, from history and culture to food and
nature, reveal amazing facts and intriguing tales that
kids won't find on the tourist routes. We'll show them
where to find Henry the giant elephant, oyster
sandwiches, the Grand Canyon on a ceiling, and lots
more!
Discover the secret lives of the extraordinary
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creatures that share our cities. From red foxes
sneaking rides on London buses to leopards
prowling the backstreets of Mumbai, this book
explores the clever ways animals have adapted to
the urban environment and gives tips on how you
can help protect our wild neighbours.
Here's a book about Paris that's seriously streetwise.
Discover secrets and stories guaranteed to blow
your mind that are definitely off the tourist trail. Find
out where you can ride a dodo, how to paint the
Eiffel Tower, where Paris keeps its historic
underpants and lots more! For readers aged 8 and
up.
Tired of following other people's rules? Think you
can do better? Now's your chance! This innovative
and fun new title from Lonely Planet Kids shows you
how to design a completely new nation from scratch.
Decide on the laws, choose your borders, make your
flag, attract loyal citizens and lots more. For rulers
aged 8 years and up.
Food Trails continues Lonely Planet's 52 Perfect
Weekends series by exploring destinations famed for
their food and drink. Discover 52 amazing itineraries
for delicious days out in places such as Puglia,
Paris, Melbourne and New Orleans with
recommendations for where to stay, what to do and
of course what to eat.
Here's a book about Tokyo that's seriously streetwise.
Colourful themed trails, from history and culture to food and
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nature, reveal amazing facts and intriguing tales that kids
won't find on the tourist routes. We'll show them where to
bathe in chocolate, climb Japan's tallest tower, meet a giant
robot, and lots more!
Get ready for a walking tour like no other - all from the
comfort of your sofa! This seriously streetwise guide is
packed with themed trails, from food and festivals to music,
art and sport, that reveal amazing facts and intriguing tales
you won't find on the tourist routes. In City Trails: Barcelona,
join Lonely Planet explorers Marco and Amelia as they hunt
for more secrets, stories and surprises in another of the
world's great cities. You'll discover human pyramids, dancing
eggs, a witch school, and lots more! Themed trails include:
Legends From Long Ago Animal Land Delicioso! Gaudi Town
Street Shows Watery Way Let's Go! Winning City Musical
Marvels Perfect Parks City of Art High Time Barcelona Style
City Surprises Spotted in the Streets Spooky Stuff Also
available: City Trails - London, Paris, New York City, Rome,
Tokyo, Sydney, Washington DCandSingapore About Lonely
Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's
leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published its first book
in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a
dedicated global community of travellers, many of whom are
now sharing a passion for exploration with their children.
Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers
at home and in school to learn about the world with engaging
books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history,
space and more. We want to inspire the next generation of
global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life
in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!
With stories of 50 incredible hiking routes in 30 countries,
from New Zealand to Peru, plus a further 150 suggestions,
Lonely Planet’s Epic Hikes of the World will inspire a lifetime
of adventure on foot. From one-day jaunts and urban trails to
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month-long thru-hikes, cultural rambles and mountain
expeditions, each journey shares one defining feature: being
truly epic. In this follow-up to Epic Bike Rides and Epic
Drives, we share our adventures on the world’s best treks
and trails. Epic Hikes is organised by continent, with each
route brought to life by a first-person account, beautiful
photographs and charming illustrated maps. Additionally,
each hike includes trip planning advice on how to get there,
where to stay, what to pack and where to eat, as well as
recommendations for three similar hikes in other regions of
the world. Hikes featured include: Africa & the Middle East:
Cape Town’s Three Peaks (South Africa) Kilimanjaro
(Tanzania) Camp to Camp in South Luangwa National Park
(Zambia) Americas: Angel’s Landing, Zion National Park
(USA) Skyline Trail, Jasper National Park (Canada)
Concepción volcano hike (Nicaragua) Asia: 88 Sacred
Temples of Shikoku Pilgrimage (Japan) Markha Valley (India)
Gubeikou to Jinshanling on the Great Wall (China) Europe:
Wordsworth’s Backyard: Dove Cottage and around Rydal
and Grasmere (UK) Alpine Pass Route (Switzerland) Camino
de Santiago (Spain) Oceania: Sydney’s Seven Bridges Walk
(Australia) The Routeburn Track (New Zealand) Kokoda
Track (Papua New Guinea) About Lonely Planet: Lonely
Planet is a leading travel media company and the world’s
number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring
and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since
1973. Over the past four decades, we’ve printed over 145
million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global
community of travellers. You’ll also find our content online,
on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international
magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.
Important Notice: The digital edition of this book may not
contain all of the images found in the physical edition.
Lonely Planet’s Paris is your passport to the most relevant,
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up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden
discoveries await you. Stroll through the iconic cityscape,
marvel at the abundance of museums bursting with
masterpieces and savour the moment at a Parisian brasserie
– all with your trusted travel companion.
This practical and creative book inspires children to make a
difference in the world. From random acts of kindness to
energy-saving ideas, we encourage positive values, gratitude
and generosity, helping kids to strengthen relationships with
family, their community and the environment.
Lonely Planet's Banff, Jasper & Glacier National Park is your
most up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what
hidden discoveries await you. Hike in Banff, bike in Jasper
and spot bears in Glacier- all with your trusted travel
companion.
Get your adrenaline pumping with this guide to extreme
sports! Discover awesome facts, stats and rules of
snowboarding, skydiving, BMX, rock climbing and more.
You'll also meet star athletes in every sport, learn a list of
essential slang, see a timeline of each sport's development,
and get a rundown of global hot spots--all illustrated with cool
street-art graphics and epic photography! Find out what a
"brain bucket" is, meet the greats, like snowboarder Chloe
Kim and skateboarder Danny Way, and learn how they got so
good at what they do, see timelines of each sport's history
and find out the best mountains to climb, waves to surf, and
skate-parks to shred in Lonely Planet Kids' World of
Adventure Sports. Includes: Snowboarding Surfing BMX
Skateboarding Rock Climbing Skydiving Scuba Diving
Kayaking And more! About Lonely Planet Kids: Lonely Planet
Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel authority Lonely
Planet - published its first book in 2011. Over the past 45
years, Lonely Planet has grown a dedicated global
community of travelers, many of whom are now sharing a
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passion for exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids
educates and encourages young readers at home and in
school to learn about the world with engaging books on
culture, sociology, geography, nature, history, space and
more. We want to inspire the next generation of global
citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life in a
way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!
Prepare for blast-off! The Complete Guide to Space
Exploration is your intergalactic ticket to the greatest journeys
ever undertaken by humankind: the exploration of the
universe. From the first telescope to the prospect of space
tourism in the future, learn all about the history,
achievements, practicalities, technology and future of space
travel. Meet the world's first astronaut, witness the launch of
the first-ever spacecraft, Sputnik, and leave the first boot-print
on the moon with Neil Armstrong. Then, learn about the
International Space Station, see rovers take pictures of other
worlds, find out how to land on an asteroid or comet, and join
the search for life on other planets. Want to know when you'll
be able to book a ticket into space? Explore the possibilities
of space tourism and get a preview of what it would be like to
eat, sleep, and vacation in outer space. Discover the
possibilities of visiting another planet and see what the
spacecraft that would take you there would look like. Explore
space with infographics, maps, and illustrations, plus
spectacular photos from NASA, the European Space Agency
and the Hubble Telescope. Get ready to embark on an
interstellar journey that you'll never forget. About Lonely
Planet Kids: Lonely Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's
leading travel authority Lonely Planet - published its first book
in 2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has grown a
dedicated global community of travelers, many of whom are
now sharing a passion for exploration with their children.
Lonely Planet Kids educates and encourages young readers
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at home and in school to learn about the world with engaging
books on culture, sociology, geography, nature, history,
space and more. We want to inspire the next generation of
global citizens and help kids and their parents to approach life
in a way that makes every day an adventure. Come explore!

Provides a description of the physical geography and
animals seen on a journey following the Amazon
River through six South American countries.
From the sewers to the skyscrapers, this book takes
younger readers to the heart of the city. Perforated
flaps let you see what's going on behind closed
doors, and big gatefolds reveal what's going on
under the street, plus other surprising city spaces.
With illustrations from James Gulliver Hancock, it's
the city like you've never seen it before!
Take a journey into the unknown and discover the
planet's wildest and most wonderful sights. Paddle
through the eerie glowworm caves of New Zealand,
ride with the wild horses of the Namib desert, and
swing off the end of the world in Ecuador. Packed
with incredible facts, photos and illustrations.
It's New York- but not as you know it. This unofficial
guide helps LEGO® fans discover Central Park, the
Chrysler Building, Brooklyn Bridge and 17 more
landmarks recreated in amazing detail. Then make
your own with 20 quick-build projects that include a
hot dog cart, yellow taxi cab and subway train.
Packed with city secrets and insights.
City Trails - ParisLonely Planet
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Here's a book about Tokyo that's seriously
streetwise. Lonely Planet Kids' City Trails: Tokyo
features colourful themed trails, from history and
culture to food and nature, that reveal amazing facts
and intriguing tales that kids won't find on the tourist
routes or inside the average guidebook. We'll show
them where to bathe in chocolate, climb Japan's
tallest tower, meet a giant robot, and lots more! Join
Lonely Planet explorers Marco and Amelia as they
hunt for more secrets, stories and surprises in
another of the world's great cities. Themed trails
include: Fishy City Active Earth Up in the Air
Bonkers Buildings Cuuuute! Tokyo Tech Tokyo on a
Plate Tokyo Style Spooky Stories Cartoon Capers
Amazing Art 24-hour Tokyo Busy and Noisy! On with
the Show! Tokyo Transport Blast from the Past
Sports and Games Emperors and Empresses Plants
and Animals Also available: City Trails - London,
Paris, New York City, Rome, Sydney, Washington
DC About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore! Let's
start an adventure. Lonely Planet Kids excites and
educates children about the amazing world around
them. Combining astonishing facts, quirky humour
and eye-catching imagery, we ignite their curiosity
and encourage them to discover more about our
planet. Every book draws on our huge team of global
experts to help share our continual fascination with
what makes the world such a diverse and
magnificent place - inspiring children at home and in
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school.
Here's a book about New York that's seriously
streetwise. Discover secrets and stories guaranteed
to blow your mind that are definitely off the tourist
trail. Find out what's lurking in the pumpkin garden,
why you might find cows underground, how eating
hotdogs could make you rich and lots more! For
readers aged 8 and up.
Planet Earth. Four elements. One incredible story.
We take kids on a rollercoaster ride through history,
geography and science to show how four elements earth, fire, air and water - created the world and
everything that exists today. Amazing facts,
photography and illustrations bring our planet and its
past to life in an exciting, engaging way.
The playful Central Park sparrow from Emma's
Journey returns in a tale of acrobatics and friendship
in Paris, where she enjoys her first months in the
City of Light with her circus-performer cousin and a
gentle cat.
Make the city come alive with this bold and beautiful
series of pop-up books from Lonely Planet Kids.
Classic icons meet modern must-sees in this
stunning trip around the capital. Gorgeous illustration
and clever paper engineering make this the perfect
introduction to the wonder of London for any age.
Get ready for a walking tour like no other! This
seriously streetwise guide is packed with themed
trails, from history and skyscrapers to food, nature
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and spooky stuff, that reveal amazing facts and
intriguing tales you won't find on the tourist routes. In
City Trails: Singapore, join Lonely Planet explorers
Marco and Amelia as they hunt for more secrets,
stories and surprises in another of the world's great
cities. You'll discover a wobbly rainforest walkway, a
rainbow-coloured school, racing dragons, the world's
longest rooftop swimming pool, and lots more!
Themed trails include: Head in the Clouds Get a
Piece of the Action Back to its Roots Shop Til You
Drop Great Shapes Crossing Continents Shelter
From the Storm ...And Relax Rainbow City Water
Way to Go Choose Your Island The Dark Side Not
Just Noodles Singapore Style Go Wild in the City Up
All Night Also available: City Trails - London, Paris,
New York City, Rome, Tokyo, Sydney, Washington
DCand Barcelona About Lonely Planet Kids: Lonely
Planet Kids - an imprint of the world's leading travel
authority Lonely Planet - published its first book in
2011. Over the past 45 years, Lonely Planet has
grown a dedicated global community of travellers,
many of whom are now sharing a passion for
exploration with their children. Lonely Planet Kids
educates and encourages young readers at home
and in school to learn about the world with engaging
books on culture, sociology, geography, nature,
history, space and more. We want to inspire the next
generation of global citizens and help kids and their
parents to approach life in a way that makes every
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day an adventure. Come explore!
Here's a book about Paris that's seriously streetwise!
Let Marco and Amelia, our Lonely Planet explorers,
take you off the tourist trail and guide you on a
journey through Paris you'll never forget. Find out
where you can ride a dodo, how to paint the Eiffel
Tower, where Paris keeps its historic underpants
and lots more!
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have
been waiting for! With 160 pages of illustrated maps,
engaging infographics, mind-blowing photography
and a large dose of humour, this is the atlas that
shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really
like.
It's Paris- but not as you know it. This unofficial guide
helps LEGO® fans discover the Eiffel Tower, Arc de
Triomphe, Centre Pompidou and 17 more landmarks
recreated in amazing detail. Then make your own
with 20 quick-build projects that include Notre Dame,
Sacre Coeur and a Tour de France cyclist. Packed
with city secrets and insights.
This special edition in our beautiful "Adventures In"
sticker book series takes young readers aged 3 and
up on a non-stop tour of the continents, adding fun
and humour along the way. Find out fun facts,
decorate sticker scenes, add colour and patterns to
some iconic sights, and solve puzzles as you travel
across the world. There's also a fold-out surprise - a
3D model of the globe to make, decorate and track
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your globe-trotting adventure. Perfect for keeping
young entertained while on the road. Authors: Lonely
Planet Kids About Lonely Planet Kids: From the
world's leading travel publisher comes Lonely Planet
Kids, a children's imprint that brings the world to life
for young explorers everywhere. We're kick-starting
the travel bug and showing kids just how amazing
our planet is. Our mission is to inspire and delight
curious kids, showing them the rich diversity of
people, places and cultures that surrounds us. We
pledge to share our enthusiasm and continual
fascination for what it is that makes the world we live
in the magnificent place it is. A big adventure awaits!
Come explore. Award-winning children's titles from
Lonely Planet include The Amazing World Atlas
(Independent Publisher Award, Gold for Juvenile
Multicultural Non-fiction, 2015), How to Be a Space
Explorer (Independent Publisher Award, Silver for
Juvenile Non-fiction, 2015), Not For Parents The
Travel Book, Not For Parents Paris, Not For Parents
London, Not For Parents New York City, and Not For
Parents Rome (all Parent Tested Parent Approved
winners, 2012). Lonely Planet guides have won the
TripAdvisor Traveler's Choice Award in 2012, 2013,
2014, and 2015.
This brand new edition of the bestselling kid's Travel
Book covers every country in the world, with
thousands of amazing facts on wildlife, sports, food,
festivals and a wide range of other quirky insights on
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every page. A mix of wow photography and beautiful
illustrations brings each land to life. For readers
aged 8 years and up.
Presents information about some of the places, trends,
notable events, entertainment venues, foods, individuals,
sports, and tourist attractions associated with the city.
This is a book about Paris that's seriously streetwise.
Featuring 19 colourful themed trails that take young explorers
to the heart of the city from the comfort of their own home.
Readers aged 7 and up will discover mind-blowing facts and
uncover some of the city's best-kept secrets as they journey
through the book and follow the trails. Find out where Paris
keeps its historic underpants, how to paint the Eiffel Tower,
where you can ride on a dodo and loads more.
One photographer. One complete picture. We present 24
hours in the life of one of the world's most iconic cities. From
sunrise to after sunset, from famous landmarks to lesserknown neighbourhoods, this celebration of Paris is packed
with local insights and visual stories to showcase what makes
the city truly great. As a chronological day-in-the-life story,
this photobook captures the city's early risers to late-night
clubbers, its chaotic, busy streets and oases of calm, striking
architecture and green, open spaces. As a portrait of local
life, it provides an intimate, insider's guide to Paris,
documenting its patchwork of neighbourhoods and the people
who call them home. PhotoCity Paris is the perfect book for
those who dream of visiting the city, while making a great
companion for those who know and love the City of Light.
Also available: PhotoCity London and PhotoCity New York.
About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand,
providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every
kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past four decades,
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we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a
dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll
also find our content online, on mobile, video and in 14
languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle
books, ebooks, and more. Note: The digital edition of this
book is missing some of the images found in the physical
edition
Here's a book about Rome that's seriously streetwise.
Colourful themed trails, from history and culture to food and
nature, reveal amazing facts and intriguing tales that kids
won't find on the tourist routes. We'll show them where to find
Rome's belly button, read a poem to chocolate, snack on
witch sweets, and lots more!
It's time to explore lost prehistoric lands and the huge variety
of dinosaurs that roamed them with Lonely Planet Kids'
Dinosaur Atlas. Kids can unfold maps and lift the flaps to
reveal amazing illustrations and facts about how dinosaurs
lived and where they were discovered. They'll also learn
about famous paleontologists and measure themselves
against life-size bones, teeth and claws. From giant
sauropods and horned dinosaurs, to duckbills and ferocious
theropods, kids will discover how the dinosaurs evolved, what
they looked like and how they hunted. Plus, we've included
the latest finds and theories. Created in consultation with Dr
David Button, a dinosaur expert at the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences, and featuring iconic illustrations
by James Gilleard. About Lonely Planet Kids: Come explore!
Let's start an adventure. Lonely Planet Kids excites and
educates children about the amazing world around them.
Combining astonishing facts, quirky humour and eye-catching
imagery, we ignite their curiosity and encourage them to
discover more about our planet. Every book draws on our
huge team of global experts to help share our continual
fascination with what makes the world such a diverse and
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magnificent place - inspiring children at home and in school.
Here's a book about London that's seriously streetwise.
Discover secrets and stories guaranteed to blow your mind,
that are definitely off the tourist trail. Find out how an old
parrot hit the headlines, where you can purchase a some
tasty brain jam, what the weirdest item ever left on a bus was
and lots more! For readers aged 8 and up.
Take a trip through 86 of the world's greatest cities. A mix of
photography, beautiful illustrations and hand drawn maps
take readers on an incredible world tour. Each page is
packed with facts on city living - from food and festivals to
architecture and history. This stunning compendium of cities
is the perfect gift for curious kids everywhere.
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